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Milan - Milano Street Map Laminated Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Discover Milan by foot, car or bike using
Michelin Milan City Plan (scale 1/15,000 cm). In addition to Michelin's clear and accurate mapping, this city

plan will help you explore and navigate across Milan's different districts thanks to its full index, its
comprehensive key showing places of interest and tourist attractions, as well as practical information on

public transport leisure facilities, service stations and shops!
Discover the new range of Michelin City Maps

Plastic Format: Durable and convenient to use: Handy Compact, folds "free" for easy handling: Clarity and
legibility of Michelin mapping:

Map of the city center with identified tourist sites, Green Guide tourist sites, Smaller Map of whole city,
Underground Map, with a detailed index

Write on Wipe off ,Draw your route with a felt tipped pen, Erase with a damp cloth!
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